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IMPROVING the OR PRACTICE: TIME TO OPEN THE BLACK BOX!

Katrina Sullivan
Kristin Danko
Sarah Asad
Johanie Lépine
Congratulations to Mrs. Kristin Danko on receiving an Award of Excellence from the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Ottawa. She will be presented with the award at the Faculty of Medicine Awards in Education Ceremony on December 7, 2017.

The Audit & Feedback MetaLab website is now LIVE. Please click here to visit the site. Please contact Stefanie Linklater if there is anything you would like to see included on this site.

Follow the A&F MetaLab and Stefanie Linklater on Twitter to keep up with all of the A&F Meta-Lab updates & events.

@afMetaLab
@StefLinklater
HBCRG Seminar Series: The World Needs More Canada

Drs Molly Byrne, Jenny Mc Sharry and Elaine Toomey of the Health Behaviour Change Rsearch Group (HBCRG) spent time in Canada during summer 2017, and discussed their experiences at an HBCRG seminar on 11 October.

Molly received the James M. Flaherty visiting professorship award for a 10-week research visit, during which time she visited three Canadian centres: the Montreal Behavioural Medicine Centre, the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute and the Behaviour Change Institute, Capital Health Nova Scotia. At the Montreal Behavioural Medicine Centre, she worked with Drs Simon Bacon and Kim Lavoie of the International Behavioural Trials Network. At the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute and the Behaviour Change Institute in Nova Scotia, she collaborated to build international research in the emerging areas of Implementation Science and health promotion interventions for young adults with Type 1 diabetes.

Both Jenny and Elaine presented at the Global Implementation Conference in Toronto, while Elaine completed a 6-week research placement at the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, and also presented at Knowledge Translation Canada in Quebec.

NEW PUBLICATIONS


UPCOMING CONFERENCES & EVENTS

2017

- **Society for Medical Decision Making conference**, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, October 22 - October 25, 2017, Registration Open: Early bird registration closes October 2.

- **Gender Summit**, Montreal, Quebec, November 6-8, 2017. Dr. Nicole Etherington will be presenting and participating in a two day meeting with other “sex/gender champions” to consult on the future of sex and gender in research/the Institute of Gender and Health’s strategic direction going forward into the next five years.

- **The Ottawa Hospital Research Institute - Research Day**, Ottawa, Ontario, November 9.

2018

- **International Conference on Health Policy Statistics**, Charleston, South Carolina, USA Jan 10-12 2018. *Registration Open: Early bird registration closes on November 30, 2017*


**NEXT CIR F2F**

**Thursday December 7, 2017 at 10am-11am**
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**Follow The Ottawa Hospital and the Centre for Implementation Research on Twitter.**

The Ottawa Hospital: [@OttawaHospital](https://twitter.com/OttawaHospital)  
Centre for Implementation Research: [@TOH_CIR](https://twitter.com/TOH_CIR)

**Tweetable News?**

Please send **Dr. Nicola McCleary** any news items to share on Twitter.